Arkansas Law Enforcement Training Academy
BASIC TRAINING SUPPLY LIST

- Notebook for note taking. *
- Pencil (# 2 lead). Ink pen (black ink) *
- Calculator (Scientific with square root function).*
- Compass (Draftsman type for drawing circles and arcs).*
- Dictionary.
- Service handgun (9mm, .40 cal, .45 cal) with exterior safety with hammer blocking mechanism; de-cocking mechanism; or full-time double-action.
- Duty belt and holster, leather or nylon. NO cross draw or shoulder holsters. Holsters with the removable plug in the bottom, please remove prior to attending Academy
- Spare magazines, handcuffs and case, magazine pouch, etc.
- Body Armor (Bullet Proof Vest) if available
- Flashlight.
- Baton (Straight or Expandable).*
- Page Tabs (Stick on for organization of Traffic Law Book)*
- Rainwear.
- Quality Running Shoes.
- Gym clothes (sleeveless shirts prohibited)
- Department issued Uniform (complete) for class photograph and role-playing.
- Toiletries. (Bed linen, towels and washcloths are NOT provided.)
- Clean Laundry Bag.*
- Alarm Clock.
- Dog-tag type chain or lanyard for nametag and door key card. *
- 16-ounce to 1 liter plastic container for drinking water during physical activities.*
- Boots (Military style, black, lace-up combat), Belt
- MMA Gloves and Athletic CUP
- **Bedding (pillow and white pillow case, top and fitted sheets for twin size mattress)**

  Clothing: At least three pairs of khaki colored pants that meet or are comparable to the following brands/styles:
  1. 511 Tactical TDU pants. Taclite, Twill, or Ripstop styles are acceptable.
  2. Propper F5220
  3. Tru Spec BDU
  The pants should be the appropriate length to be worn outside the boot and will not be worn bloused at the top of the boots

* Available in Cop Shop
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